GAINSystems Customers Share Stellar Supply Chain Results and
Guide Product Direction at 15th Annual Research Group Conference
Meeting to Enhance Lifetime Partnerships and Showcase Advanced User Experience

Chicago, IL – September 7, 2016 – GAINSystems, a dynamic provider of advanced supply chain and
inventory optimization solutions, today announced that customers including Lawson Products, Entrust
Datacard and Textron Aviation will present at the upcoming GAINS Research Group (GRG). In addition,
GAINSystems will showcase new and proposed functionality and usability advances to garner customer
feedback. This highly interactive annual customer gathering will take place September 22-23 at the
University of Chicago’s Gleacher Center.
The GRG agenda includes a mix of sessions applicable to all customers and industry tracks to meet
specific needs of GAINS customers. Customers presenting represent a range of industries: Lawson
Products is an industrial products distributor; Entrust Datacard makes identity and secure transaction
technologies; and Textron Aviation uses GAINS for maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO).
A tremendously valuable aspect of the GRG is the opportunity for customers to meet one-on-one with
GAINSystems experts to discuss their current usage of GAINS. These usage assessment reviews ensure
each customer understands how to get the full benefits of leveraging this holistic approach to tame
variability in their specific supply chain. Beyond the presentations and one-on-one sessions, the agenda
includes opportunities to network with peers and GAINSystems team members.
“The GRG is our way of creating community with and among our customers. It’s also the ideal way for us
to get feedback on our roadmap and planned enhancements to our solution offerings. As a relationshipdriven company, this is the highlight of our year,” said Bill Benton, CEO of GAINSystems.
This year for the first time, GAINSystems is inviting select members of the press and analyst community
to enrich the conversations. After gaining significant recognition for its leadership in the supply chain
market over the past two years, GAINSystems is opening the door to this exclusive event to help
industry influencers understand how it builds such winning products and lifetime relationships with
customers.
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About GAINSystems
GAINSystems combines an innovative approach and comprehensive supply chain optimization solutions
to think of everything -- delivering amazing results with very little risk. Our holistic approach considers
comprehensive error and variability across supply, demand and operations producing inventory
optimization that dynamically addresses every SKU by location across the enterprise. With our proven
breakthrough methodology, companies such as the Australian Defense Forces, Benco Dental, Broan
NuTone, Cessna / Hawker Beechcraft, Officeworks and Sonepar/Hagemeyer consistently see superior
results including lower inventories, reduced operating costs, increased plan accuracy and higher service
-- ultimately leading to higher EBITDA and/or mission readiness. To learn more visit
www.GAINSystems.com.
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